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Short summary :

Daniel, a drone pilot in Mali, conducts a military operation for which he is tracking down the 
head of a jihadist network with his team. He finds himself in the middle of a terrible dilemma 
when he has to make a choice between his duty, the protection of his men in the field, and his 
family, taken as hostages by terrorists and might get executed if he refuses to cooperate.

Long summary :

After months of research, the army in Mali has finally found the location of the head of the local 
jihadist nucleus and sent its elite special forces to kill him. Daniel, a drone pilot, and his men, 
are covering their troops in the field making sure the operation is successful. A deadly
blackmail begins when Daniel’s family, waiting for him at the hotel, is taken hostages by 
terrorists who in return ask him to fail the mission. Daniel has no choice but to betray his own 
men if he doesn’t want his wife and daughter to get killed. From that moment on, he will do 
whatever it takes to try and save his family while facing a terrible dilemma… with life changing 
consequences.

Daniel, 10:56

Today

Write your message
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“Screenlife” is a new cinematographic concept which first appeared in independent films. 
Hollywood began to use it in some very successful films such as The Searching,
and Unfriended 1 and 2.
Everything the viewer sees happens on a computer screen, a smartphone, or a tablet 
and the entire film plays out on screens. The actors/characters are seen through video 
conversations, there is no machinery in the staging, and the story is therefore told through 
a multiplicity of different media.

The viewer finds himself immersed in the middle of the action, surrounded by all kind of 
different screens familiar in real life.

The narration is therefore strongly connected with the editing and the post production.

CONCEPT
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DANIEL

Daniel is a drone pilot in the military. He leads a team of three separated in two military
units: Daniel and Carine are in the first team, and Eric and Karim in the second.

Daniel is married to Anya, together they have a daughter named Marie. Money is tight 
and he is hoping that working extra hours on missions will help him redeem his debts.
Daniel wishes he could spend more time with his family, but he is dedicated to his work
and always puts his country’s interests first.

Daniel finds himself in a real dilemma when he is forced to choose between protecting
his men in the field or saving the lives of his wife and daughter.

Daniel’s only weakness: his family. That is what terrorists will use against him to reach
their goal.

CARINE

Carine and Daniel have two different personalities that complete each other: Daniel is
very straight-forward, Carine is a go-getter.

She spends a lot of her free time with Fernandez, a member of the special forces team.
She cares a lot about him but she does not want anyone to know about it.

Carine is Daniel’s right arm. There is a real trust between them: she knows his family 
and gets along well with Anya. There is nothing she will not do to protect him if he found 
himself in trouble.
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ANYA

Anya has just arrived in Bamako with her daughter Marie, to spend a holiday with her 
husband Daniel.

She is hoping that Daniel will manage to put aside his work for a few days and that they 
will enjoy some quality time together as a family.

FERNANDEZ

Fernandez is an experienced special forces member. He has participated in many high-
risk operations.
Married with three kids, he has however begun a relationship with Carine. Dedicated 
to his work, he does not hesitate to respond to Daniel’s distress and will help him save 
his family.
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The Pilot tells the story of a French army’s drone pilot, Daniel, sent to Mali in a 
mission to fight against terrorists, and finding hilmself in an impossible situation.
After months of research, the French army in Mali has finally found the head of a 
terrorist nucleus. A dangerous blackmail begins when Daniel’s family is taken as 
hostage by the terrorists he is fighting and who want him to fail his mission. Daniel
will have no other choice but to betray his own men if he doesn’t want his wife and 
daughter to get killed. He will then do watherver it takes to try and save his family 
while facing a terrible dilemma. Between his family and his duty, what will Daniel 
choose ?

Some American movies have that capacity of exposing very hot topics while they are 
still making news: a scandal involving a French presidential candidate («Welcome 
to New York» by Abel Ferrara), the subprime crisis («Margin Call» by J.C. Chandor) 
or a case of sexual harassment among a powerful American media («Scandal» by 
Jay Roach).

We are, in France, living in a very interesting geo-political context not often used 
in fiction. This is why I wanted to write this film. Especially since the French army 
is over there in Mali on a complicated mission which would require more human 
resources to be able to fully achieve its objectives.

Lately I have been impressed by an emerging form of cinema : the “screen life”. 
A concept invented by director / producer Timur Bekmambetov, screen life uses 
interfaces of computer applications, phones or other screens. It creates a very easy 
environnement to understand for the audience who uses the same tools on a daily 
basis, and at the same time it is a very effective narrative device to create tension, 
because part of the story takes place off camera. The interesting part of the story is 
no longer about what happens in the field, which we don’t see much, but about how 
the characters react to the terrible things that happen to them.

This device was used in some excellent movies such as «The Searching» by Aneesh 
Chaganty or «Unfriended Dark Web» by Stephen Susco.
«Locke» by Steven Knight, which takes place entirely inside a car, «Buried» by 
Rodrigo Cortes in a coffin or «The Guilty» by Gustav Moller in an emergency center 
call, proved that we can tell interesting and exciting stories by just fully connecting 
with the main character, even if this character is stuck in a single place.

I have tried to mix those three different approaches to tell my story. Firstly, because 
it allowed me to do a war movie on a smaller budget. Secondly, because it is a 
genre that hasn’t yet been exploited in France. Finally, because I think this kind of 
narration is great to create tension. My intention in this film is to create a stressfull 
and immersive environment for the viewers who will eventually feel as oppressed 
as the main character.

The point of interest of this film beyond the geo-political situation in Mali, is that it is 
based on a few global ideas, with the main one being: how far are you ready to go to 
protect your family?

In the current cinematografic landscape full of superheros, I wanted to talk about an 
ordinary man, who attempts to balance his life between his work and his family and 
the dilemma it creates; the choice he believes is good and its consequences.
I have tried to combine the substance and the form in order to concentrate on the 
tension. The characters are trapped into chat windows, just as the main character is. 
By using this process my goal is to deliver a breathless military thriller.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE OF INTENT
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Fulltime Studio is a young production company making movies for cinema 
and television. Our mission is to constantly be looking for innovative 
projects.

Fulltime Studio is behind the first adaptation of Maxime Chattam’s novel on 
television and the production of Mathieu Turi’s second film Meander.

With The Pilot, the first French “screen life” movie, Fulltime Studio proves 
once again its commitment to please the public and the investors.

It has also been able to adapt to current economic restraints by including a 
quarter of the budget of their last production in equity.

Finding new talents and building with them the future, stone by stone, by 
producing daring works is the signature of Fulltime Studio.

Fulltime Studio is behind the first adaptation of Maxime Chattam’s novel on 
television and the production of Mathieu Turi’s first film Hostile, and second 
film Meander.
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CONTACTS

INTERNATIONAL SALES

HK OFFICE
Hang Lok Building - 130 Wing Lok St - Sheung Wan - Hong Kong

Tel : 852 2388 6007 - Fax : 852 2544 8003

LOS ANGELES OFFICE
12400 Ventura Blvd #310 - Studio City - CA 91604 - USA

Tel : 1 310 948 7905

PARIS OFFICE
9 rue St Martin - 75004 Paris - France

Tel : (33) (0)9 51 07 33 00
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www.allrightsentertainment.com



STATS

GENRE
Suspense, Action, Thriller

YEAR
2022

COMPLETION DATE
Q1 2022

RUNNING TIME
80 minutes

BUDGET
4.8 Million USD

LANGUAGE
English
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